
 
 

         The  Mystic Quill 
 

 July 1016  
 

 

Local News
 

Missing Family 
 

The Vittorio family is looking to      
speak with any of the Rom who       
returned after being lost for many      
years. 
 
Seek out Yanaro or Grendel in the       
gypsy quarter of Crossroads. 
 
Wandering Conteleations 
 

Thirteen is the number. Thirteen of      
the stars have come and gone this       
cycle. Of those, twelve were the      
constellations that mark those who     
are born under their sign. Why have       
they come here? Do they really just       
want knowledge? Have any of them      
actually caused harm without 

reason? And even when they did      
cause harm, was it something     
irreversible? I ask you now, please,      
send me your stories about your      
interactions with these constellations.  
 
Help me to compile some     
information on them, as they are      
doing to us. Although they have thus       
far come in peace and seeking      
knowledge, it never hurts to be      
prepared. 
 
Regards 
-Cirle the Shade. 
 
Hungover Heros? 
 

A pair of people claiming to be heroes        
from Illvaresh accosted every tavern  

in Wyndover this past month     
demanding free drinks wherever they     
went. A halfling woman in blue and       
her horse-loving gypsy companion    
drank through almost the entire     
cellar of Jinty McGuinties , accosted     
the bar-maid in The Cock and Bull ,       
and started a fire in The Cat and        

Fiddle. 
 

The good tavern owners of     
Wyndover have deemed this behavior     
completely unacceptable and demand    
recompense. If you have any     
information on these so-called    
“heroes” please notify the owners of      

Jinty McGuinties , The Cock and     
Bull , The Cat and Fiddle  or any       

other tavern owner in Wyndover. A  
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hefty reward will be given to any       
persons who can bring these culprits  
to justice. 
 
Reinforcements 
I noticed a bunch o' humans went       
huntin' with the Elves again... whats      
wrong with the Elves these days?      
First they lose their long life, the       
Orcs are breeding just as fast an       
seem to be living longer... and now       
these youngin' elves don't seem strong      
enough to do their own dam huntin...       
gotta take reinforcements along...    
maybe next year the elves should      
stay home and let the teenage      
humans go take care of the orcs for        
them. 
 
Elemental Emissaries 
 

To the people of Illveresh, 
 
Over the past cycle, we have      
encountered more beings of the     
elemental plane variety. We have     
seen several large groups of the four       
prime elements. Fire, Air, Water, and      
Earth. The Barony has assist the      
emissaries in teaching and learning     
of these beings and assisting them in       
setting up in places that will benefit  

both the barony and the elementals,      
becoming new homes for all. 
 
Due to the nature of these beings,       
there are some unresolved issues that      
can create war and devastation on      
those that live on this plane. As such,        
we have children of the elements      
being children; they are curious on      
the new lands they now live on.       
Should always encourage the    
youthful vigor of exploring and     
learning. With this, however, comes     
certain aspects that we should be      
conscious of. 
 
While the children are fun and      
impressionable, they know not what     
harm they can ravage. Please refrain      
from telling children to hug others,      
especially of the fire variety. If you       
are as fascinated by them as they are        
of us, please see the emissaries. The       
Emissaries would take you to see the       
elementals.  
 
Invisible Visitors 
 

Rumors have reached Illveresh from     
faraway lands of new, invisible     
creatures that wonder the lands     
unchecked. It seems that there are  

special boxes created by a handful of       
crafters that allow you to view the       
monsters, without them they cannot     
be seen. Rumor has it that these       
creatures, while unseen to the naked      
eye, can be trapped in spell packets       
and their powers called upon at a       
later date. 
 
Unfortunately, the boxes don't seem     
to function properly in the Barony of       
Bellanmo. Despite the rumors being     
able to reach us, it seems that the        
special boxes will not function in our       
Barony and in fact have a habit of        
breaking once the cross our borders.      
It is still intriguing though, to      
wonder if these silent, imperceptible     
monsters are among us. 
 
-Cirle the Shade 
 
The return of the Duchess! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

In a city plagued with distress and       
unrest comes a sole banner of hope.       
After the treachery of the north cost       
the county one of the finest men,       
Duke Wilmont, there was little left      
for the city of Blackshire but despair.       
But in a turn of events there is a  
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new hope for the commonry of the       
County of Dynforth to rally behind.  
 
In the morning’s light as it crested       
the eastern gates, a sole banner could       
be seen riding up. Flying high and       
proud it was the banner of the Duke        
himself. Yet it was not the Duke       
who flies it proud this day, nay, it is         
the Duchess Sarah Kantrill    
followed by members of Count     
Rhodry Buxton of the County of      
Devary! 
 
The procession took the low roads      
through town and at every turn      
cheers of joy could be heard. By the        
time they reached the center of town       
people were out and about dancing in       
the streets, some even just in their       
braies and chausses. In short order      
the men of County Rhodry took the       
castle back from those who would      
have been unlawfully entrenched. 
 
By days end the streets were torch       
lit and peace was restored. While at       
present no curfew has been emplaced,      
the towns people seem to be back to        
their ways and happiness is fighting      
back the unrest. Only time will tell       
what the Duchess’ next move will be  

but if I were a man worthy of such a          
Lady, I would guess her sights are       
leveled at the ones whom took her       
true love. 
 
Farewell and Merry Meet Again 

From Ma-Li and Thomas 
 

People of Ilvaresh, as you may or       
may not know, Thomas and I are       
embarking on our quest to the Jade       
Isles. We will be setting sail come       
the end of the seventh month, but due        
to us needing to set our affairs in        
order, we will be unable to join you        
during the festival. 
 
I say setting sail, but as of yet we         
are unsure of our mode of transport.       
Many sea-faring folk don’t look     
kindly on such a long journey across       
dangerous waters if we were to      
travel west, and travelling east forces      
us to cross the great whirlpool and       
then traverse the lands belonging to      
Tommar. Someone mentioned looking    
at dragon trainers who fly north      
around the frozen north, but that      
seems an even more dangerous     
prospect. Whatever our method of     
travel, we will not forget those in       
Ilvaresh.  

Already we have in place a type of        
magical courier system so that we      
may send updates to the editors of       
the Quill, who can then keep      
Ilvaresh updated on our adventures.     
In turn, we will also be kept up to         
date on the happenings of the town.  
 
If you require anything from the      
Jade Isles, the Quill has permission      
to send us messages about such      
things. We may be gone a long time.        
Although we are currently planning     
on being gone for a year, it could be         
longer. But nevertheless, we shall     
one day return to Ilvaresh (unless      
we die horrible, irreversible deaths on      
the Jade Isles). 
 
Orcs return to the northern lands of       
Erin: 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

It has been but a short time that the         
area of the northern parts of Erin       
has been at rest. It has seen the days         
of treachery during the war with the       
dark elves as nobility fought over      
rights, it has seen the days of the        
Storm Lord forces as they poured      
through the Gates of Rosa-Solari, it      
has seen the days of being split up  
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and sold off to the north for political        
peace and now it will once more be        
plunged into unrest as a large orc       
horde force tramples the land under      
heavy armored foot. 
 
To mine eyes, it appears that these       
forces are remnants of the very rank       
and file that once made up the Storm        
Lord forces but there is something      
else at work here. I have heard of        
the Great Forest to the west of the        
Gates but I myself have never      
ventured out of the Kingdom that      
far. Perhaps these orcs were camped      
out there out of prying eyes. Perhaps       
they lay in wait for an appropriate       
time to return to our fruitful land. 
 
With the Crimson Brotherhood    
coming up from the south and now       
this encroaching our north, what     
lands are left to Erin to be peaceful        
in? Perhaps the lands taken by      
Novashan will provide some measure     
of security. Perhaps the rumors of      
Baron Bear’s shock troops burning     
down village strongholds north of     
Biero-Phane are untrue. Perhaps    
the Time of Man has run its age and         
Time itself seeks a new name sake. I        
for one hope not but I also know  

when last call is made, it’s time to        
pay your debts. 
 
The Duchy of Erin is all but lost        
under a sea of Crimson: 
By:  Glen Deepfallow 
 

It seems as only yesterday that the       
Duchy of Erin was the place to       
retire to. With its lush grasses and       
open plains it was as inviting and       
relaxing as any place could possibly      
be. 
 
But today brings a far different      
picture to behold. 
 
The Crimson Brotherhood has cut     
off the main cities of Bristow of the        
Barony of Marwood in the County      
of Leavesden, Kiersley in the County      
of Leavesden and now Zavalla of the       
Barony of Foxcourt of the County of       
Leavesden. There is nothing now     
that prevents the invaders from     
racing northwards across open field     
towards Kaphail and Fairgrove.  
 
Their numbers are impossible to     
count as with every turn they seem       
to have enough to not only hold a        
location but also expand to conquer  

others. This is just madness. I am       
not sure where will be safe in the        
days to come. 
 
My hope goes out to Sir Relquest       
and his men as they hold the capitol        
city of Kiersley. May they find a       
way to break through these demons      
and win the day. 
 
The Kingdom of Peth emerges from      
the chaos! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

His Royal Majesty Bashshar    
Smith has claimed a new thrown for       
the lands of Peth. In what is still a         
shocking turn of events, King     
Bashshar, once Earl Bashshar    
attacked the ruling body of the      
family of Shanahan, took over the      
Duchy of Peth and has claimed it       
sovereign. All this while the Crimson      
Brotherhood lay havoc in the     
surrounding lands. 
 
With the Mantle and Serinth tied      
up in the forest surrounds of      
Valvendenn, it appears there is no      
other force to oppose this movement      
at this time. The cities of Kossuth &        
Cazador still hold but for how long,  
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no one can tell. The current lines       
have moved northward and now     
knock at the gates of the city of        
Karnack.  
 
Atone 
 

Their line stricken from history itself,      
not even in books on a shelf. 
 
A simple mistake was made, and she       
was played. 
 
Their blood was his blood, darkness      
their flood. 
 
They were released again, and they      
began to attain. 
 
Their time had come, those afflicted      
had become numb. 
 
On the night of magics downfall,      
they could not hold their thralls 
 
From the spirit realms they wait, to       
rekindle and reseal their fate. 
 
One stone remains, for them to try       
again. 
 
They were once four, one has been       
bound to this time ever more. 
 
It is time to atone, for the damage        
you have sown. 
 
Bind one for one, and the deed shall        
be done. 
 
Come find me My name is Bilian       
D’Traylin and I reside in the three       
chair Inn on the south side of       
Pelam. 
 
 

Agelong Celebration 
 

Now that Agelong is over 
The Ylfshae returned to their homes 
The dead have followed the Raven's      
song 
No longer among us they roam 
The Heroes of our Elven past 
Showed us how to ride out the       
storm 
Our cheers they greet the rising sun 
In our songs the Dead will live on,        
will live on... 
 
So come all you people, Come and       
sing with me 
Join our voices, and sing the Warm       
nights away 
All over Novashan, a chorus of voices       
will sing 
For the Heroes passed on, on First       
Summer's Day 
 
The say that Ordu is over 
Her time slips into the past 
Her Heroes have all come and gone 
Her walls and gates will not last 
And as we marched out on Agelong       
night 
For the Hunt we did all depart 
She will live for evermore 
 
 

As we carried her in our Heart, in        
our heart.... 
 
So come all you people, Come and       
sing with me 
Join our voices, and sing the Warm       
nights away 
All over Novashan, a chorus of voices       
will sing 
For the Heroes passed on, on First       
Summer's Day 
 
So come all you people, Come and       
sing with me 
Join our voices, and sing the Warm       
nights away 
All over Novashan, a chorus of voices       
will sing 
For the Heroes who won, on First       
Summer's Day 
 
 
Liesle’s Adventure attacks Quillion’s    
Point 
By: Willum Behir 
 

Beware those of you who cherish the       
open waters of the Jaded Sea for it        
appears the pride of Narrdmyr’s     
ships, Leisle’s Adventure, is not     
sailing under true colors. In a bold       
maneuver in early dawn calm seas,      
the flag ship of the Royal fleet  
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sailed into the harbor area of      
Quillion’s Point and proceeded to     
attack several fishing vessels. 
 
“I was on deck when she first sailed        
in.” Said first mate Jake Stonesthrow.      
“I remember tending over the rigging      
when I heard a noise that raised the        
hairs on my neck. It was the sound        
that a small vessel makes when its       
boards are ripped apart by the likes       
of rocks in rough weather or worse       
yet a sea monster of the deep       
wrapping its tentacles around it and      
squeezing the life out of it. I looked        
over just in time to see the remnants        
of The Skipper’s Helper sink beneath      
the waters as Leisle’s Adventure ran      
her down amidship with her bow.      
They never had a chance. 
 
“From there ships bells began to ring       
and good sea fairing men came out of        
every port and hatch. By the time       
she sailed back out into the Jaded       
Sea, we lost 8 ships to the depths        
and more sea fairer than I care to        
count at this time. I never did see        
any colors flown on her. Why us?       
What we done?” Why indeed. For      
now it remains a mystery. Hopefully      
time will tell us what caused this  

seemingly unprovoked attack. The    
protector of Quillion’s Point, Lord     
Amos could not be reached at this       
time. But rest assured, if you are on        
the waters and you see her, set sails        
full and run. 
 
Wacky Old Woman 
 

I am so extremely furious and I       
have to get this off my chest or I         
will burst! 
 
All Winter and Spring, I have been       
scrimping and saving my silvers with      
plans to treat myself. Early last      
moon, I brought a large basket full       
of dried herbs to Crossroads to sell       
and trade in the gypsy quarter, where       
I tend to get the best prices. 
 
While ogling at some fine linens,     
out of the corner of my eye, I caught         
a glimpse of an elderly woman in a        
light-colored cloak, gazing in what     
appeared to be my direction. I      
glanced to my left to determine if       
perhaps someone near to me had      
drawn her attention and when I      
turned back, she was out of sight. At       
first I thought nothing of it and just        
shrugged it off as my mind playing  

tricks on me. The aroma of fresh       
baked goods led me to a booth where        
I exchanged pleasantries with a     
baker and his wife and traded some       
sage for a loaf of bread. 
 
Enjoying the early afternoon, as I      
meandered from vendor to vendor, I      
noticed the old woman again. This     
time I was almost certain that she       
was looking directly at me.     
Forgetting my manners, I snapped     
my attention to acknowledge that I      
saw her and she sheepishly looked      
away and quickly vanished into the      
throng of people. 
 
Around the corner, I saw that one of        
my favorite merchants, a trustworthy     
fellow by the name of "Omerious"      
was in town with a variety of exotic        
and high-quality wares. Patrons    
lined up to peruse his stock. Even       
with the wait, I am yet to be        
disappointed with his goods. 
 
I picked out a soft doe-skin pouch, a        
set of feastware, a couple bars of     
red sealing wax, and a pewter      
cloakpin and awaited my turn to      
haggle and pay. When Lo and      
behold, who should be standing  
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immediately in front of me with a       
basket full of items? The staring   
crone! 
 
After speaking with the merchant,    
she slowly spun about and again      
begins her intense staring. Hoping    
that if I ignore her that perhaps she        
may simply lose interest and move      
along, at this point I am feeling       
more than a smidgen unnerved and      
uncomfortable. I am not a piece of       
meat or some trinket for sale and       
while far from plain-looking, I am      
not the most comely individual in      
town. I keep asking myself, "Why is       
she looking at me?"  
 
Finally, in a hoarse whisper she says,       
"Please pardon my staring, but you      
share an uncanny striking    
resemblance to my grandson who     
passed away but a few summers      
back." I thought to myself, "Aha,     
now it makes much more sense." I       
must admit, I even felt somewhat      
guilty for thinking her so eldritch      
and odd. So, I said, "My condolences       
on your loss." She dryly whispered,   
"Thank you, young man... but I have a        
favor to ask of you. I know that it         
seems awkward and... I will  

understand if you refuse, but I know       
that I am not long for this world.        
Would you be so kind as to indulge        
an old woman and be willing to       
embrace me and say 'Bye Granny, I'll       
see ya soon"? Inside myself, I   
thought of this as foolish or      
madness, but I too, have lost those       
dear to me and am dreadfully aware       
that each of us grieve and mourn in    
our own time and our own ways. I        
thought to myself, "What harm     
could it do?" So, indeed I went ahead        
and acquiesced to her bizarre request.      
She did not maintain the hold very 
long, simply smiled a gentle crooked      
smile, quietly thanked me, and left   
on her merry way. 
 
Finally, my turn. The merchant 
turned a page or two, made a series        
of marks in his ledger, tallied my 
purchases, and declared the sum to be       
over one-hundred silver! My jaw 
dropped and I was bewildered.     
Verily, I was stunned. The few 
things should not have been more      
than 20 silver, if that much. While       
negotiation is one thing, he would      
never start with such an absurd      
difference. 
 

Noting my hesitation, he scrunched    
his eyebrows, pursed his lips, and      
flatly stated that the total included      
my "grandmother's" purchases in    
addition to my own. Flabbergasted     
and unable to vocalize proper  
words, I violently shook my head.      
The merchant rebutted plainly, "She     
said she was tired and that you were        
taking her shopping and would be      
paying for it all." In great      
frustration, I tried to explain that      
the old woman was not MY      
grandmother and I was most     
assuredly NOT her grandson. 
 
"Well, fellow, I did just moments     
ago see you hug her warmly and       
indeed call her Granny." I could not      
believe this chicanery! I climbed atop      
a stack of baled straw nearby and       
looked in every direction until I spied       
the light colored cloak heading     
toward a wagon. I pushed my way       
through the crowd and arrived at her       
wagon as she was just about to       
loosen the reigns. I reached out to       
stop her and grabbed ahold of her       
right leg and pulled as hard as I        
could pull. She struggled to   
stay up and with a wet crunch her        
leg broke free from the hip and  
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popped off into my hands! I had       
heard stories of the undead before      
and was still somewhat shocked, but      
I was undaunted, I dropped the    
rotting leg and grabbed for her other       
leg and with all my might I      
started pulling and pulling and     
pulling.. 
 
Just like I'm pulling yours right      
now! 
 
If this story gave you a good laugh,        
you are most welcome. If it made       
you cringe or groan, you can feel free        
to blame Ellethwen. 
 
Want Ads: 
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The Lord 
Mayor of Ilveresh being of sound 
mind and wisdom does now seek 
within the ranks and file of the 
commonry an single individual to 
perform tasks that shall here on be 
told and known and heralded as The 
Captain of the Watch for the town 
of Ilveresh. The tasks of the Captain 
of the Watch shall be numerous and 
binding and shall nay be conducive to 
one’s health or wellbeing. Thusly 
only the stout of hearth, the quick of  

wit, the steadfast of health need 
apply. Those individuals interested 
shall make their presence known to 
us in person and in name documented 
for record in Ilveresh at the seventh 
month festivities of year 1016TM. 
 
Want Ads: 
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble 
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now 
seeking and recruiting individuals to 
perform tasks that are numerous and 
beyond the capabilities of the offices 
of the aforementioned noted to keep 
in check and balance. These tasks of 
note and benevolence shall be in 
ordnance to include, but by no means 
shall be limited to or shall be 
strictly prohibitive of, such things as 
guard duties, light skirmishing, 
tracking, bounty collections, magic 
displays, recently deceased disposal, 
fire watch, bardic rhetoric, town crier, 
messenger, lighting town torches at 
the appropriate hour and other such 
activities in accordance due a station 
of relevant qualified or experienced 
individuals who shall conduct 
themselves through display and 
means in accordance of the highest 
class of commonry to be an example  

to those for whom and for which 
these services shall reach out and 
impression. Those party or parties 
interested shall make their presence 
known to us in person and in name 
documented for record in Ilveresh at 
the seventh month festivities of year 
1016TM. 
 
Monster Manual: Celestials 
By The Creature Collector 

 

Salutations and good tidings,    

Morinar citizens! My name is Creet,      

and I've traveled the lands of      

Novashan and Nardmear for many     

years, collecting information and    

stories of our most monstrous of      

monsters and deadliest of undead.     

Now I wish to share my knowledge       

with you readers, to better help those       

that need it. 

 
This month's special lesson will be 
The Celestials. Be well aware, my 
friends, that this may all sound like 
craziness, but I have heard these 
things straight from the mouths of 
Ilveresh citizens. It is a strange place 
often visited by strange creatures,  
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which is exactly why I visited to 
learn of stories and monsters not 
often seen in tamer lands. 
 
The Celestials are emissaries from 
the stars, constellations turned into 
human form. 
 
They often represent or embody the 
spirits and personalities of their 
constellation. 
 
They have strange magical powers 
that are not like mortals and are not 
fully understood by those that have 
engaged with them. 
 
These powers give them the ability to 
take mortals to the heavens and move 
among the stars as they do. 
 
They have come to visit the planet in 
an attempt to learn more of mortals 
and their behaviors. 
 
They are very curious about what 
brings us emotion and why we act as 
we do. 
 
Unfortunately this is about all I've      

been able to learn of these strange       

Celestials from the heavens. I will  

again be venturing to Ilveresh soon      

in hopes of finding and interacting      

with them. I'd like to thank Cyrus       

specifically for giving me as much      

information as possible on these     

heavenly visitors. 

 
That’s all for today. I’ll be back next 
month. This is your Creature 
Teacher, hoping you the best! 
 

The Card for the Month of July is... 
 
The Seventeenth of the Major 
Arcana, XVII The Star. 
 
A card giving hope to those who have 
lost it, The Star represents a guiding 
light in the dark of night. After the 
destruction wrought by The Tower, 
The Star reminds us that even 
though what was built is gone, the 
world still moves around us. The 
materials are still there, and can be 
built again into something new. 
However, being that The Star is one 
of the final few of the Major Arcana, 
it could be more of a sign to leave 
the ruins behind for the Fool to 
continue on his journey. 
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OOC News
 

Missing Family - Rob Hubbard 
Wondering constellations - Alyssa 
Short 
Hungover Heros - Amanda Aquino 
or Matty T 
Reinforcements - Dave Sullivan 
The Return of Duchess - Tim S 
Orcs Return to Erin - Tim S 
The Duchy of Erin is all but lost - 
Tim S 
The Kingdom of Peth - Tim S 
Liesle’s Adventure attacks Quillion’s 
Point - Tim S 

Attention: Learn how to swing an      
axe properly! Learn how to remove a       
tree without leaving a stump! These      
and other safety instructions / 
demonstrations can be had by seeking      
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord 
Sir Aeracon). 
 
Attention: Learn how to rid yourself      
of those pesky OOG headaches. Never      
have to walk through town again      
itching your head with your good      
sword hand. Stop degrading your     
services by starting polite    
conversations with “In-seuth”. Come    
seek out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord       
Sir Aeracon) in game and tell us       
your best joke in character and in       
period. You will be amazed at your       
abilities once you master this art.      
You will be able to approach other       
players with confidence and ask     
simple out of game questions whilst      
not breaking immersion. Challenge    
yourself! After all, it is your game       
that is at stake. 
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